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is a family magazine,
published three times a year for all employees
and friends of the Asplundh companies.
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otherwise duplicate this magazine, in whole
or in part.
Please contact the Managing Editor of Corporate
Communications at the address below for
permission, or call 1-800-248-TREE
(in the U.S. or Canada).
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It is the policy of our Company and all of its subsidiaries and management to
work continually toward improving recruitment, employment, development and
promotional opportunities for minority group members and women.
It is the Company’s intent to provide equal opportunity and affirmative action in all
areas of its employment practices and to ensure that there be no discrimination
against any applicant or employee on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, age,
disability, citizenship status, national origin, veteran status, marital status, sexual
orientation, gender identity or any other characteristic that is protected by law.
This policy extends to recruiting and hiring, working conditions, training programs,
use of company facilities, and all other terms, conditions and privileges of
employment. As a field employee, complaints may be made to your immediate
supervisor (general foreperson or supervisor) or region manager. As a Corporate
Home Office employee, complaints may be made to your immediate supervisor,
department manager or the Human Resources Department.
If you cannot report to your supervisor or manager, or if a complaint you have
made has not been promptly addressed, you should call the Corporate EEO
Officer at 1-800-248-8733. No employee will be retaliated against for reporting
any violation of this policy, participating or cooperating in any investigation
regarding discrimination or retaliation, opposing discrimination or retaliation,
or otherwise engaging in any activity protected by federal, state, or local
discrimination laws. Management will continue to be guided and motivated by
this policy, and with the cooperation of all employees, will actively pursue the
related goals of equal opportunity and affirmative action throughout the
Company and all of its subsidiaries.
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Matthew B. Asplundh, Chief Executive Officer
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Season’s Greetings!

he holiday season is here again, encouraging
us to reflect on the year that is about to
end and to anticipate the new year ahead.
The story for us in 2021 has been one of meeting
unprecedented challenges while continuing to grow
our businesses safely and profitably.

The greatest challenge we faced this year has been
finding a way to return to normalcy after almost two years
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Declining case rates and high
vaccination rates have helped many employees return to
the Home Office. The continued presence of the pandemic,
however, has underlined just how important vaccinations
will be to make sure all our employees, both in the office
and in the field, continue to be healthy and safe.
Despite all the distractions and restrictions posed by
the pandemic, we remained focused on safety as a core
value of our corporation with improvements across every
business line. Vegetation saw reductions in incidents by
25%. UtiliCon saw its number of Good Catches increase
by more than 300%. Aspen Grove recalibrated its safety
training and saw huge improvements in both loss cost
per hour and total incident rate. It was clear that safety
resonated with everyone in our organization.
That attention to safety would prove vital as we
experienced storms both in early 2021 and in the
summer. The year began with ice and snowstorms that
gripped the Pacific Northwest, New England, Texas and
the South. The summer saw the trend continue with a
busy season that included Hurricane Ida, one of the
most powerful storms to come ashore in U.S. history. No
matter what part of the country or how fierce the storm,
our employees were there to clear damage and get the
lights back on. We are grateful
to all of our employees and their
families for all they do to ensure
the extraordinary success of our
storm response every year.

companies Tree Synergy and Go Traffic, and Quad L
Enterprises in Alberta, Canada. On the UtiliCon side,
we acquired Traffic Control Devices, a more than
30-year-old intelligent transportation system contractor
based in Florida. We also continued to consolidate our
engineering division with the merger of Power Delivery
Solutions and Asplundh Engineering. We want to extend
a warm welcome to all the employees of these excellent
companies. We look forward to working and growing with
you in the future.
Asplundh’s careful succession planning continued with
several changes to the company’s top leadership team.
Steven Asplundh was elected chairman of the board and
Matt Asplundh was elected CEO. Together, with Asplundh
President George Graham and UtiliCon President Brent
Asplundh, our leadership team has a combined 126
years of executive experience. We were also joined by
General Counsel Pete Macaluso, a talented corporate
attorney with more than 17 years of experience. He has
taken the place of Chris Hein, who retired after 10 years.
We’re very pleased to welcome Pete to our team.
These changes remind us of the important contributions
of past family members we lost this year: Edward K.
Asplundh, a former president, and E. Boyd Asplundh, who
served as general counsel. Both men played vital roles
in this company’s history and helped guide its future. We
mourn their loss and hold them in our memories.
Finally, we embarked on a series of important
partnerships that will help us grow in the new year. We
engaged EcoVadis, an ESG rating firm, to analyze the
company’s performance around environmental, social
and governance practices. We also partnered with
the firm CFGI to enhance our
accounting practices and ALIX
Partners to assist us with fleet
management. We are excited to
begin these new relationships.

This year also saw Asplundh
continue to grow with the
acquisition of five companies
in July and August. On the
vegetation side, we grew our
international business with
the acquisition of Treescape
Ltd., based in New Zealand
and Australia, the Australian

George E. Graham Jr.
President
Asplundh Tree Expert, LLC

Thank you to all our customers
and employees for your
dedication and support this year.
We are certain that 2022 will see
us all continue to grow together.
We wish you a Happy Holidays
as your recharge and spend
time with your family and friends.
Have safe and healthy New Year!

Matthew B. Asplundh
Chief Executive Officer
Asplundh Tree Expert, LLC

Brent D. Asplundh
President
UtiliCon Solutions, LLC
HOLIDAY 2021
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SAFETY SUCCESS

BRUCE MELLOTT
VICE PRESIDENT OF CORPORATE SAFETY
Bruce has been vice president since 2016 in the Home Office in Willow Grove,
Pennsylvania. He works closely with our teams across the globe to ensure
proper safety procedures are met and updated as new technology arises.
Bruce and Asplundh Tree Expert, LLC are partners for SafeProduction®.

SAFETY SUCCESS IS NO ACCIDENT

T

he holiday issue of The Asplundh TREE
magazine always provides an opportunity to
reflect on what was accomplished over the last
year and to sneak a peek at what is ahead.
As I write this, the Atlantic hurricane season is winding
down, and the winter storm season is just beginning.
To date, this year’s season has produced 21 named
storms, making it the third most active Atlantic hurricane
season on record. After almost 20 years in the utility
space, I continue to be humbled by the dedicated,
professional and caring individuals who make up these
response teams. COVID-19 again made responses
more challenging this year. Hard work, hot days, short
nights and less-than-great accommodations can
challenge anyone after just a couple of days. Despite
the difficulties, these true heroes once again rose to the
occasion and accomplished one of the safest response
seasons in recent company history. It is a feat to
be commended.
According to the National Center for Environmental
Information (NCEI), 2021 tied 1936 for the warmest
summer on record. To combat this, we focused on
hydration. Poor hydration causes a lack of focus. This
leads to more errors and potentially more injuries.
Working Athlete, a new partner we brought on board to
help us better manage this condition, has developed
products that are geared towards both hydration and
recovery as well as energy and focus. Our operations,
which implemented Working Athlete as a supplement
to their heat stress program this past year, saw an 80%
reduction in heat-related illnesses and significantly better
safety performance when compared to the previous
year’s results.
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In June, we completed the roll out of TRUCE to our
mid-duty and heavy-duty fleet. We use this product to
assist in the management of smart devices in company
vehicles while the vehicle is in motion. We previously
deployed this software in our light-duty fleet and now
have it active in more than 21,000 vehicles. Since
implementing TRUCE, our fleet is nine times less likely
to be involved in a motor vehicle accident and 11 times
less likely to be involved in a rear-end collision. We have
now reduced our collision rate to a low of .07 per million
miles driven after implementation. We are currently
exploring how we can also use this software in other
aspects of our business.
If I was to pick one word to describe 2021 it would be
resilient. In the midst of all the distractions this last
year – some of which are still ongoing – the employees
of Asplundh responded by making 2021 one of the best
years for safety in the history of the company. I think
I’ve made this same statement every year for the last
couple of years, but collectively you continue to exceed
expectations. Thank you for everything you have done
this past year. It is an honor to be part of this team.

Have a safe and happy holiday season
and let’s look forward to a healthy 2022.
Bruce Mellott
bmellott@asplundh.com

SAFETY SUCCESS

SAFETY & TRAINING:
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
MAD Saw Training
Back in April, a group of tree trimmers in Doug
Smith’s Region in North Carolina took part in a
training session to learn how to use MAD saws.
The saw, a gas powered and insulated pole
saw developed by Husqvarna with help from
Asplundh safety personnel, allows the user to
cut limbs that break MAD: Minimum Approach
Distance. The saws make it possible to trim
limbs that are touching wires or are in other
hazardous locations without the need for a
line kill.

Corporate Senior EHS Trainer Ray Apking uses a MAD
saw with its pole extended 12 feet.

Incident Investigation
Training
Senior EHS Specialist Chris Vallee got
the opportunity to meet with Asplundh
employees in Justin Vetsch’s Region
on Aug. 5 for an introduction and
Incident Investigation training. Chris is
the new Safety Operation Group (SOG)
representative in Vetsch’s Region. The
meeting in Fort Lauderdale, Florida
gave the group, composed of 30 general
forepersons, three supervisors and four
RSSs, the chance to meet Chris and
ask questions.
Chris reviewed year-to-date safety metrics
and discussed safety incidents over
the past year. The group also discussed
Chris Vallee meets Justin Vetsch’s Region.
safety trends, the region’s successes and
how to build on those successes in the future. The session concluded with Supervisor Sandro DaSilva demonstrating
chainsaw safety with Chris’ help.

HOLIDAY 2021
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MEC Safety Meeting
A group of Asplundh employees in Jody
Messick’s Region took part in Mecklenburg
Electric Cooperative’s (MEC) annual Safety
Day Meeting on Aug. 4 in Chase City, Virginia.
Jody, Supervisor Billy Higgins, RSS Ricky
Taylor and Safety Training Superintendent Jake
Davis gave three presentations to a group of
MEC lineworkers and students in the Power
Line Worker program at Southside Virginia
Community College. Jody’s region participates
in the meeting every year.

Ricky Taylor (in red) and Jake Davis (left) lead a class at
the August MEC Safety Meeting.

Safety Champions
AEP Ohio recognized two Asplundh crews in Keith
Confere’s Region for their excellence in taking safety
seriously and named them Safety Champions of the 2nd
and 3rd quarters.
The first group to be recognized included Foreperson
Joaquin Perez-Moreno and Trimmer Jose Galdamez for
their quick thinking in reporting a dangerous situation
and taking decisive action.
Joaquin and Jose were part of a crew working on
AEP Ohio property in Columbus, Ohio in August and
while inspecting the site, they noticed a downed power
line on trees that needed to be trimmed. The crew
called AEP Ohio’s local forester and learned that the
downed line was live. Power was cut so work could
continue safely.

(From left) AEP Ohio Forester Steve Lajeunesse presented Joaquin
Perez-Moreno and Jose Galdamez with T-shirts in recognition of their
quick thinking after spotting a hazardous situation. With them is
General Foreperson Raymond Amaya.

In the third quarter, AEP awarded the Safety Champions
prize to a crew led by General Foreperson Jake Daniels
that included Foreperson Chris Brickles, Journeyman
Nick Donley, Groundperson Rickey Madison,
Foreperson Kyle Moore and Trimmer Justin Holmes.
The crew was recognized for calling an All Stop on a
job in Coshocton, Ohio when Chris raised the possibility
that a large quantity of fallen walnuts on a sloped area
where the crew was working was hazardous. The men
agreed to rake the area free of walnuts to prevent a
slipping hazard.
Congratulations to all the Safety Champions for
demonstrating a job safely done.

(From left) AEP Ohio Senior Forester Matt Winland with the 3rd quarter
Safety Champions, Chris Brickles, Nick Donley, Rickey Madison, Justin
Holmes and Kyle Moore.
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All Stop in Joe Sterbenz’s Region
Foreperson AJ McCraney, who works in Joe Sterbenz’s
Region in Nebraska, was part of a crew responding to
a trouble ticket for Omaha Public Power District (OPPD)
in September when he noticed a tree that needed to be
climbed had fallen across a power line and was not safe.
The wire had frayed and was in danger of snapping. AJ
called an All Stop and alerted Acting General Foreperson
Jorge Cardenas and an OPPD forester. A line crew was
called to make a repair in order to safely trim the tree.
AJ was rewarded with an All Stop hat for his Safety-First
decision making.
AJ McCraney (right) receives his All Stop hat from Jorge Cardenas.

Tree Felling Training in Lambert Region
Corporate Safety Manager Mark Foster led a Tree Felling
training session in Frank Lambert’s Region in Carnesville,
Pennsylvania on Oct. 13 and 14.
Foster spent the two days with six general forepersons and
one regional safety trainer covering a wide variety of topics
on the safe felling of trees. Those included chainsaw safety
features, ergonomics and handling of chainsaws, the fivestep felling procedures, traditional bore cuts and back cuts
and basic wedging techniques.

Mark Foster (2nd from right) leads a class on Tree Felling in Frank
Lambert’s Region.

Training the Trainers on SRS Ascenders
In September, the Safety Operations Group training
team conducted a course on using the SRS ascender
in Bobby King’s Region in Kentucky. The session,
led by Corporate Senior EHS Trainer Joe Kern, was
designed to keep Asplundh safety professionals up
to date on methods to train others in the field on the
proper use of the ascenders.

(From left:) RSS Steven Pennycuff is using the ascender as
Joe Kern and RSS Jeff Turner look on.

HOLIDAY 2021
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ESG INITIATIVE
ESG is a relatively new metric by which many companies
are now measured. Unlike the typical standards of
profit, earnings or stock price, ESG, which stands for
Environmental, Social and Governance, assesses a
company by how its practices align with sustainable,
ethical and human rights standards.
It’s more than just a fad. Companies with higher ESG
scores are better set up to assess risk, attract investment,
have happier employees and perform better overall. Both
Asplundh’s customers and its investment partners are
increasingly paying attention to ESG benchmarks and
expect the same of the companies with which they work.
Asplundh partnered with a leading ESG ratings firm,
EcoVadis, to evaluate where the company currently
stands on issues ranging from hiring standards to truck
purchasing practices. EcoVadis evaluated Asplundh
based on its environmental impact, labor and human
rights policies, ethical standards and purchasing

Hybrid Altec lifts that run on battery power are one of many ways
Asplundh can address sustainable business goals.

practices. A cross functional team, including Technical
Services, Fleet, Procurement and Legal, all participated
in the process. (CONTINUED ON PAGE 29)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SAFETY AWARDS

Asplundh Executive Vice President/COO-

(From left) Aspen Grove President David

Front: UtiliCon President Brent Asplundh

East Gregg Asplundh (right) presents

Fleischner presents the Safety Award to

(right) presents the Safety Award to Bryan

the Safety Award to Ryan Swier. At left is

Stephen Wilson. With them is Aspen Grove

Beadle. Back (from left): Supervisors Chevy

Asplundh Vice President Phil Voltz.

Senior Vice President Greg Odhner.

Melancon and Rocky Hall, ULCS President
Greg Holman, ULCS Senior VP Joe Garvey and
General Foreperson Scott Langley.

The annual Safety Excellence Awards were announced at the September Board of Directors meeting at the Home
Office. The awards recognize the outstanding safety performances of individuals within its vegetation, infrastructure
services and landscaping businesses. This year’s winners were Stephen Wilson, general manager of Long Brothers
Landscaping in Raleigh, North Carolina; Utility Lines Construction Services Vice President Bryan Beadle in Louisiana,
Mississippi, Texas and Arkansas; and Asplundh Vice President Ryan Swier in New York and New Jersey. The three
were recognized by the Board of Directors for their “outstanding contributions to protecting the health and safety of
Asplundh’s employees, customers and communities.” Congratulations to the 2021 Safety Excellence Award winners!
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STORM ROUNDUP
A BUSY HURRICANE SEASON
The 2021 hurricane season was one for the record books. Not only did it produce Ida, one of the strongest and most
destructive hurricanes to make landfall in the United States, but it would also generate the third most named storms on record
with 21 named hurricanes. Last year’s season holds the record with 30 named storms.
As always, Asplundh and UtiliCon Solutions deployed thousands of skilled workers, many of whom left their families and
homes for weeks at a time to clear fallen trees and restore power infrastructure for dozens of investor-owned, municipal and
cooperative utility companies from Texas to Rhode Island. Our storm response was organized by storm teams at the Home
Office that made sure to coordinate all of the resources needed for storm cleanup and repair.

Hurricane Henri
The first storm to make landfall in the United States was
Henri, which was also the first to come ashore in Rhode
Island since Hurricane Bob did so in 1991. Henri peaked
as a Category 1 hurricane and was downgraded to a
tropical storm with sustained winds of 60 mph before it
came ashore in Westerly, Rhode Island on Sunday,
Aug. 22.
Heavy rains and wind knocked out power to
approximately 140,000 homes and businesses from New
Jersey to Maine. In the states most hard hit, Rhode Island
reported 74,000 without power, and 28,000 lost power
in Connecticut.

Illuminating Company and Long Island Power Authority
in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island and
New York. UtiliCon assigned 1,019 employees from 12
regions of Utility Lines Construction Services (ULCS) and
Asplundh Construction (AC) that came from as far away
as Alabama, Florida, Illinois and Missouri.
Because it had weakened to a tropical storm, Henri
caused less harm than feared. By the next day, crews
began to complete their work and returned home. Less
than 100 remained on Aug. 23 to assist with power
restoration in Rhode Island. Within approximately two
days, all employees had returned home.

Asplundh and UtiliCon mobilized hundreds of crews from
across the country to assist in power restoration days
before Henri reached land. On Aug. 22, 360 Asplundh
crews composed of 989 employees from 24 different
regions from as far away as Florida and Nebraska were
on hand to assist Eversource, National Grid, United

A crew in Dan Duncan’s Region prepares to get started on work for

Crew members from Mike Wolford’s Region in West Virginia prepare

Eversource in Connecticut.

for assignment in Sturbridge, Massachusetts.
HOLIDAY 2021
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Hurricane Ida
Henri would prove to be little more than a warm-up for
Ida, the second most damaging and intense hurricane
to make landfall in Louisiana after the infamous 2005
Hurricane Katrina. With sustained winds of 150 mph,
it tied Hurricane Laura (2020) and the Last Island
Hurricane of 1856 as the strongest in Louisiana history.
The storm would also go on to cause surprising,
catastrophic damage from tornadoes and flooding across
the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast United States.
The Home Office Storm Teams were already tracking the
National Hurricane Center’s reporting of Ida as the last
crews returned home from Henri duty, and by Aug. 28,
two days before it would come ashore, the company had
sent 287 vegetation crews from 16 regions and more than
400 UtiliCon employees to Louisiana and Mississippi as
those states braced for the worst.

A night view of an Entergy staging area at Faubourg Brewing Co. in
New Orleans, Louisiana.
Photo: Foreperson Casey Nutter, Keith Confere’s Region

The Category 4 storm made landfall in Louisiana on the
evening of Sunday, Aug. 29. While flood control systems
installed in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina proved
their worth in sparing the city from the kind of flooding
it saw in 2005, heavy winds and rain greatly damaged
southern Louisiana’s power grid. By 7 a.m. on the
morning of Aug. 30, nearly 900,000 Entergy customers
in the state were without power. Approximately 113,000
people in Mississippi were also without power.
As crews were still in the early stages of restoring
power to Louisiana on Wednesday, Sept. 1, Ida’s strong
remnants reached the Mid-Atlantic. Tornadoes measured
at EF1 and EF2 strength ripped up trees, destroyed
homes and severely damaged buildings across the
Philadelphia suburbs of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
In addition to tornado damage, Ida’s remnants dropped

10

Asplundh CEO Matt Asplundh (left) and UtiliCon President Brent

A crew from Keith Confere’s Region in Ohio ready for work in

Asplundh (right) survey Ida damage in Louisiana with ULCS Senior

Louisiana. (From left) Foreperson Tanner Walker, Trimmer Shania

Vice President Joe Garvey.

Wood, Foreperson Timothy Fellers and Trimmer Tyler Herron.
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record-setting amounts of rain that caused catastrophic
flooding in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York
and Connecticut.
Asplundh crews had their work cut out for them.
Vegetation crews reached their peak deployment on
Sept. 3 with 484 crews composed of 1,436 employees
assigned to Entergy and Central Louisiana Electric Co.
(Cleco) in the South and 160 employees in 65 crews
assigned to PECO in Pennsylvania. More remarkable was
that the crews assisting Entergy came from 28 different
regions from nearly every state from Pennsylvania to
Colorado and south, from Texas to Florida. UtiliCon
companies, ULCS, AC and Musgrove Construction, sent
693 employees from 11 different regions from as far away
as Illinois and Massachusetts to assist Entergy, Cleco
and South Louisiana Electric Co-op Association.
Asplundh Vice President Randal Haines, who took over
storm coordinator duties in February, said that while prior

storms required more employees to assist cleanup, it was
getting no less difficult to respond to ever busier storm
seasons. The season of 2020 was particularly challenging
with a series of storms requiring a nearly 12-week long
response. It’s obviously difficult for the field employees
who have to leave their families and work long hours in
tough conditions. It’s also taxing on the Home Office staff
working around the clock to support them.
Ida provided a good example of those increased
demands in Louisiana. The severity of the storm forced
Asplundh to set up its own trailer city to house the
hundreds of workers who had to wait for several days
to begin work after arriving on site. Those sleeping
accommodations are usually organized by the local utility.
In all, Asplundh and UtiliCon employees spent
approximately two weeks responding to Ida, the longest
assignment of the late summer season.

Hurricane Nicholas
Asplundh and UtiliCon crews and storm
management personnel were still busy
with the long efforts of repairing the
damage wrought by Ida when they
began to plan for Hurricane Nicholas,
which had been moving north up the
east coast of Mexico. Fortunately,
Nicholas would prove to be far less
intense than Ida and not require nearly
the manpower of the prior two storms.
The storm made landfall as a Category
1 hurricane on Tuesday, Sept. 14 in
Sargent, Texas, a Gulf coastal town
about 75 miles south of Houston. It
quickly lost power and downgraded to
a tropical storm but spent the next two
days dropping massive amounts of rain
up the Texas coast and into Louisiana.
While weaker than Ida, Nicholas still did
Crews at a staging area in Angleton, Texas responding to Hurricane Nicholas.
considerable damage, knocking out
Photo: Superintendent Miguel Molina, Chad Rucker’s Region
power for more than 500,000 in Texas
and dumping more rain on an already flooded Louisiana.
In summing up the 2021 hurricane season, in just under
a month’s time, Asplundh and UtiliCon were able to fill
On Sept. 14, Asplundh had deployed 53 vegetation
requests for more than 3,800 employees for nine different
crews composed of 160 employees from seven regions,
utility customers in nine states. Despite the obstacles,
from Virginia to New Mexico. Those crews assisted
the company demonstrated why it continues to be the
AEP Texas and CenterPoint Energy in Texas. UtiliCon’s
largest and safest responder to storm events, providing
response was much smaller, requiring only 18 employees the manpower and experience needed to get the lights
from ULCS to help Texas utilities restore power. Within
back on when most needed.
a couple days, those crews were released and able to
return home.
HOLIDAY 2021
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MIKE KNOTT
VICE PRESIDENT OF CORPORATE SAFETY
Mike has been leading safety operations for UtiliCon Solutions since
February 2018. He is based out of the Home Office in Willow Grove,
Pennsylvania. Mike directs the overall environmental health and safety
(EHS) programs for the UtiliCon family of companies.

DRIVING SAFETY
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
One certain way to put a damper on your holiday plans is to get so caught up in the hustle-and-bustle that you forget to drive
defensively. The simple graphic below provides tips for preventing rear-end collisions. Use these tips to help your FAMILY
and friends enjoy the holidays by staying safe and healthy during this festive time.

Front of you
Wear your seatbelt Always
The speed li Mit is not the goal
Slow down near I ntersections
Remember your Loved ones
Use the buddYsystem
Leave space in

Constantly reimagine your safety!
Michael Knott, CSP
mknott3@utilservllc.com
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ASPLUNDH ENGINEERING
GROWS WITH PDS MERGER
In October, Asplundh Engineering merged with Power Delivery Solutions as part of Asplundh Engineering’s long-term growth
and consolidation plan.

I

n October 2020, a new business was announced:
Asplundh Engineering Services (AES). It was the
first step in a strategic plan to unite the best-in-class
engineering, planning, design and testing services in
the UtiliCon Solutions family of companies under a single
entity with the Asplundh name, a trusted, nearly centuryold, nationally recognized brand.
One year later, Asplundh Engineering has taken an
additional step toward consolidating those engineering
services by merging Power Delivery Solutions (PDS) into
Asplundh Engineering. PDS was founded in 2012 as a
transmission, substation and distribution engineering and
project management firm based in Newark, Delaware
and was acquired by UtiliCon in 2019. The recent merger
into AES, which took effect on October 1, creates a new
region within Asplundh Engineering and expands its
engineering team to approximately 130 employees.
The new division will continue to provide expert utility
line transmission, distribution and substation design and

construction management services to its established
customers, which include Delmarva Power, Atlantic City
Power, Potomac Electric Power Company (Pepco) and
Baltimore Gas & Electric.
Asplundh Engineering is led by President Dave McGinley,
an engineer himself, with a degree in both electrical
engineering from Cornell University and an MBA from
Drexel University. Prior to heading up AES, Dave was
president of Grid One Solutions, an innovative firm that
provides a wide variety of smart grid solutions and
services to utilities.

LEADERSHIP TEAM
In addition to expanding Asplundh Engineering’s direct capacity and workforce, the merger of PDS into AES brings a
talented group of engineers with decades of experience in utility construction, design and engineering services to the
leadership team.
The first is Frank Cascino, the president and founder of PDS who has 35 years of experience
in the industry. As a vice president at Asplundh Engineering, Frank will continue to oversee
all operations of the new region PDS has become. A senior engineer with numerous utility
companies before he founded PDS, Frank is an expert in the design and construction of
transmission lines, towers and foundations as well as the design and construction of substation
structures and foundations. He has a degree in civil engineering from
Manhattan College in Riverdale, New York.
Next is Vice President of Construction Management Chris Whalen.
Chris, who has a degree in construction management from Drexel
University, brings more than 25 years of experience in utility line construction, engineering
and management. He spent 10 years as a lineworker before becoming an engineer
responsible for transmission project layout. Prior to joining PDS, Chris spent eight years in
construction management in charge of various utility projects, including substation, distribution,
communication and transmission.
Frank Cascino

Chris Whalen
HOLIDAY 2021
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ASPLUNDH ENGINEERING
GROWS WITH PDS MERGER
Dean Sevy, vice president of operations, has more than 25 years of experience in transmission
design and project management. Dean has managed groups on engineering projects for utility
and commercial clients in transmission, substation and civil engineering capacities and has
served as the lead engineer on hundreds of transmission line projects. He holds a degree in civil
engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta.
Frank Marinelli, director of distribution and operational support, rounds out
the team with more than 10 years of experience in utility construction. Prior
Dean Sevy
to taking a role at PDS, he served as director of operational performance
at UtiliCon and was also operations support manager for Asplundh
Construction on Long Island, New York. Frank is a CPA and PMP and received a degree in
accounting from Saint Joseph’s University. His expertise is analyzing operational and financial
processes and identifying and evaluating key controls to determine effectiveness and
overall efficiency.

Frank Marinelli
With an expanded team in place, Asplundh Engineering will continue to provide the expert
engineering services its customers have come to expect as the company grows while offering those customers an
ever-growing array of services available from Asplundh.

PUZZLE TIME: TEST YOUR SAFETY TERMINOLOGY KNOWLEDGE
BY MIKE KNOTT

Across
1. Before hosting a ______, walk through the house
looking for potential hazards
4. ______ is a virtue when decorating for the holidays
7. After being out in the cold, it’s nice to sit by the fire
sipping a cup of hot ______
8. Inspect and ______ electric lights before
hanging them
9. Ask someone to hold the ______ as you climb it to
hang decorations up high
11. Thaw ______ in the refrigerator not the counter
13. For heavy objects, use a two person ______
14. Keep sharp items such as tools, knives and glass
decorations out of the reach of ______

1

2

3
4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11

12

13

Down
2. Young children like to play a game of ______-tac-toe
3. Because decorations can break, don’t walk around in
your bare ______
4. If you are having a party, please take measures to not
spread the ______
5. Take your ______ and do it right the first time
6. “Give it to Mikey, he ______ anything”
7. Eating healthy is not limited to just counting your ______
14
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Answer key on page 25

9. When traveling, plan your route so you don’t get ______
10. Winter clothing often includes a hat, gloves and a ______
12. Most of all, make sure everyone is safe and has ______

MANAGEMENT UPDATE

MANAGERS
Justin Allred
Justin Allred, former supervisor at
American Lighting and Signalization
(ALS) in North Carolina, was promoted
to manager in January. He reports to
ALS Director of Operations Michael
Fendley. In his current role, Justin
oversees crews working for both the North and South
Carolina Departments of Transportation and various
municipalities in both states. Justin joined ALS as a
general foreperson in March 2015 with nearly 16 years
of experience in traffic infrastructure construction. He
completed the UtiliCon General Foreperson Training
Program (UGFTP) in June 2019 and is certified with the
International Municipal Signal Association as a signal
inspector and level-2 signal tech.
Steve Helton
Steve Helton was hired as manager
of ALS’s Georgia region in December
2020. He reports to ALS Director of
Operations Michael Fendley. In his
new role, Steve is responsible for
business development in his region,
ensuring all projects are completed in a timely and
efficient manner. He also maintains relationships with
customers, including the Georgia Department of
Transportation, the Gwinnett County Department of
Transportation and the city of Atlanta. Prior to joining
ALS, Steve was a project manager for several firms in
Florida and Georgia. In addition to OSHA 30 certification,
he holds a fire science degree from Indian River State
College in Ft. Pierce, Florida.

Eryc Grissom
Eryc Grissom, former safety manager
for Grid One Solutions (GOS), was
promoted to district area manager
in March. He reports to Director of
Operations Chris Eddy. In his current
role, Eryc oversees wooden utility pole
inspection, treatment and restoration for DTE Energy in
Michigan, PECO in Southeastern Pennsylvania, Duke
Energy in Indiana and Georgia Power. Eryc joined the
company as a utility services foreperson in 2001. He
completed the Asplundh Supervisory Training Program
in October 2004 and Management Leadership Academy
(MLA) in November 2006. He’s certified as a utility safety
professional, OSHA 30, and has a commercial pesticide
license in six states.
Denise Houser
Denise Houser joined Asplundh
in September as director of talent
acquisition. She is based in the
Home Office and reports to Chief
Human Resources Officer Bob
Donegan. In her current role, Denise
oversees talent acquisition for the company across the
United States. Before joining Asplundh, Denise was a
talent acquisition officer for several other firms in the
Southeastern Pennsylvania area. She’s a proud graduate
of St. Joseph’s University, where she received both a
bachelor’s and master’s degree. In addition to being a
member of the National Society for Human Resources
Management, Denise holds several professional
accreditations including AIRS recruiter certification and
behavior-based interview certification.

Sam Pitts
Former GOS Meter Services Project Manager Sam Pitts was promoted in June to operations
manager. He reports to GOS Director of Operations Ted LaVenture. In his new role, Sam assists in
managing projects for Duke Energy North and South Carolina, the city of Hamilton, Ohio, the city of
Smithfield, North Carolina and Dekalb County, Georgia. Sam joined Utility Meter Services (UMS) as
a meter reader in 2003. He became a supervisor in 2006 and a meter services project manager in
2010. He brought his skills to GOS when it merged with UMS in 2012. Sam has completed UtiliCon
Business Development Training, Frontline Leadership Training and Lincoln Leadership Training. He previously served
as the meter service project manager for four consecutive meter automation (AMI) projects on the Duke Energy
system that were all completed safely and successfully.
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MANAGEMENT UPDATE

Phillip Riesland
Former Asplundh Construction (AC)
Area Manager Phillip Riesland was
promoted in June to region manager
in California, Oregon and Washington.
He reports to AC Vice President Ken
Eatherton. In his new role, Phillip
works with current customers, San Diego Gas & Electric,
Puget Sound Energy and PacifiCorp. He also meets with
potential engineering and design customers, prepares
bids, proposals and job starts for new clients. Phillip
joined AC in 2009 as a drafter in the Cypress, California
office. He was promoted to planner and then supervisor
and quality control lead before becoming an area
manager in early 2019. Phillip has a bachelor’s degree
in urban planning from Arizona State University and
completed UtiliCon’s PDP in October 2013.

Donald Vincent Jr.
Former RSS Donald Vincent was
promoted in March to the position
of manager at ALS. He reports to
Director of Utility Operations Jerry
Kensinger. In his current role, Donald
provides lighting maintenance and
installation services to Duke Energy in North and South
Carolina. Donald joined Asplundh in 2013 as a general
foreperson in southern Florida. He became an RSS in
2015. He moved to ALS in August 2020 as an RSS. It
represented a major change for Donald who had spent
the prior 26 years in the tree care industry. He is an ISA
certified arborist and completed the Asplundh General
Foreperson Training Program (GFTP) in June 2014.

SUPERVISORS
Michael Carter
Former Utility Lines Construction
Services (ULCS) General Foreperson
Michael Carter was promoted in April
to supervisor in Greg Whitley’s Region
in Alabama. He reports to District
Area Manager Jacob Marsh. Senior
Vice President Joe Garvey oversees all ULCS regions.
In his new role, Michael oversees underground power
maintenance and construction work and manages crews
handling lighting installation and repair for the state of
Alabama and Alabama Power. Michael joined ULCS in
2000 as a streetlight maintenance foreperson. He was
promoted to general foreperson in 2017. Prior to joining
ULCS, he served in the U.S. Army, attaining the rank of
sergeant. He completed UGFTP in August 2019.

Brad Ellis
Brad Ellis, a former work planner in
Pat Pinelli’s Region, was promoted
in June to supervisor of business
development for Asplundh Brush
Control (ABC). He reports to Vice
President Barry Hooper in the Home
Office. In his new role, Brad is a primary point of contact
for current and future customers and supports ABC
managers across the U.S. Brad joined Asplundh in
2011 as a billing clerk in the Customer & Field Liaison
Department. He was bid manager in the Technical
Services Department for five years. Brad has a degree
in economics from Millersville University in Pennsylvania,
earned a Foundations of Utility Vegetation Management
Certificate and is working to complete the Utility Arborist
Association’s (UAA) Utility Vegetation Management
Professional Development Program.

Michael Franklin
Former ULCS General Foreperson Michael Franklin was promoted in April to supervisor in Greg
Whitley’s Region. He is based in Birmingham, Alabama and reports to District Area Manager Jacob
Marsh. Senior Vice President Joe Garvey oversees all ULCS regions. In his new role, Michael
supervises 14 crews with 39 employees who work primarily in underground power installation and
maintenance for Alabama Power. He joined ULCS in 2011 as a groundperson and has since held the
titles of electric foreperson and construction coordinator before becoming a general foreperson in
2017. He completed UGFTP in August 2019.
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Richard Kleinkauf
Former General Foreperson Richard
Kleinkauf was promoted in April
to supervisor in David Simmons’
Region in Georgia. Vice President
Barry Suddreth oversees the region.
In his new role, Richard oversees
tree trimming crews for Georgia Power and various
cooperative power providers, including Jackson
EMC, Coweta Fayette EMC and Sawnee EMC. He
joined Asplundh in 1986 as a groundperson and rose
through the ranks, holding the positions of climber and
foreperson before becoming a general foreperson in
1994. Richard completed Asplundh’s GFTP in February
2021. He’s a certified flagger, first aid/CPR administrator
and an herbicide applicator.

Eric McKinney
Eric McKinney, former general
foreperson, was promoted in June to
supervisor in Derik Wolfe’s Region.
Vice President Shawn Shapiro
oversees the region. In his new
role, the Lancaster, Pennsylvania
native oversees transmission and distribution crews
for PPL Electric Utilities and distribution crews for MetEd in Lancaster, York, Harrisburg and across central
Pennsylvania. Eric joined Asplundh in 2008 as a trimmer
and earned steady promotions to foreperson and
general foreperson in only four years after he was hired.
In addition to being first aid/CPR certified, he completed
Asplundh’s GFTP program in July 2013.

Christy Myrick
Meter Reading Supervisor Christy
Myrick joined GOS in January as
an administrative assistant and was
promoted to her current position in
May. She reports to GOS Meter Service
Project Manager Tammy EvansHoward. Prior to joining GOS, Christy was a contract
manager responsible for meter reading for Duke Energy
Carolina (DEC) and has worked on Duke Energy meters
for 17 years. At Grid One, she has the same primary
customer and covers central and northern parts of DEC’s
territory in North Carolina. Christy is ISO-9001 certified.

Timothy McDaniel
Former ULCS General Foreperson
Timothy McDaniel was promoted to
supervisor in April. He reports to
Vice President Danny Stanley. Senior
Vice President Joe Garvey oversees
all ULCS regions. In his new role,
Timothy oversees 70 employees who maintain utility
infrastructure on Duke Energy property in Charlotte,
North Carolina. Prior to joining ULCS, he had 17 years
of experience as a lineworker and foreperson in North
Carolina. Timothy joined ULCS in 2014 as a foreperson
and was promoted to general foreperson in 2015. He
completed UGFTP in February 2015 and the MLA
in October 2016. He’s also OSHA 30 certified and a
licensed forklift operator.

Jose Medina
Former General Foreperson Jose
Medina was promoted in March to
supervisor in Ed House’s Region in
Illinois. Vice President Doug Roof
oversees the region. In his new role,
Jose oversees distribution crews
on ComEd property in central Illinois and the Chicago
region. He joined Asplundh in October 2008 as a
groundperson and rose through the ranks, as a climber,
then a crew leader and was named general foreperson
in 2012. A New Jersey native, Jose is an ISA certified
arborist, holds a Class A commercial driver’s license and
is first aid/CPR certified. He completed Asplundh’s GFTP
in July 2015.

Grant Sapozhnikov
Grant Sapozhnikov joined Asplundh
in April as a supervisor in the
Vegetation Field Accounting
Department. He reports to Manager
of Financial Reporting and Vegetation
Field Accounting Jeff Kirkwood in the
Home Office. In his new role, Grant is responsible for the
monthly review of contracts to ensure proper revenue
and profit recognition for all vegetation businesses.
He also prepares and reconciles monthly reports for
executives. Before coming to Asplundh, Grant was a
senior audit associate at a Philadelphia accounting
firm for five years. A Philadelphia native, he has a
bachelor’s degree in accounting from Rider University in
Lawrenceville, New Jersey.
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Michael Simmons
Former Superintendent Michael
Simmons was promoted in December
2020 to supervisor in Doug Smith’s
Region in North Carolina. Vice
President Doug Roof oversees the
region. In his new role, Michael
oversees distribution crews working for a variety of
customers including Duke Energy, South River Electric
Membership Corp., Dominion Energy and the cities of
Camden and Bennettsville in South Carolina. Michael
joined Asplundh in 2003 and worked as an equipment
operator. He was promoted to foreperson in 2006.
Michael is certified by the North Carolina Department
of Transportation as a third-party commercial driver’s
license tester and has completed Asplundh’s GFTP in
October 2012 and its MLA in March 2017.
Nick Thompson
Former RSS Nick Thompson was
promoted in February to supervisor in
Jeff Fritz’s Region in Portland, Oregon.
In his current role, Nick oversees
maintenance trimming crews from the
Cascade Mountains to the Oregon
coast and all throughout the Portland area for Portland
General Electric. He joined Asplundh in 2006
as a first step apprentice. Nick was promoted to
foreperson in 2014 and became an RSS in 2019. He is
an ISA certified arborist, utility specialist and is a certified
first aid/CPR instructor. He has pesticide applicator
licenses for both Oregon and Washington and holds an
A-Class driver’s license in addition to journeyman tree
trimmer certification.

Nicole Stevenson
Former Senior Regional Administrator
Nicole Stevenson was promoted in
May to operations supervisor in the
Customer & Field Liaison Department
(CFL). She reports to CFL Manager
John Baker in the Home Office. Nicole
joined Asplundh in October 2016 as a billing specialist
in CFL. She became a senior regional administrator in
2017. In her new role, Nicole oversees a team of three
regional administrators and billing specialists to assist
the field with contract creation, major storm billing and
tracking reports. Among her larger customers are DTE
Energy and Consumers Energy in Michigan and Duke
Energy in Florida.

Jeffrey Vaughn
Jeffrey Vaughn, former ULCS RSS in
Danny Stanley’s Region, was promoted
in July to district safety & training
supervisor for all of ULCS. He reports
to ULCS Director of Safety Operations
Tim Adam. Senior Vice President
Joe Garvey oversees all ULCS regions. In his current
role, Jeffrey works with all ULCS region to provide
safety training and meeting compliance standards and
provides assistance to all ULCS apprentice programs.
Jeffrey joined ULCS in 2016 as an RSS in North Carolina.
Prior to joining the company, he was a senior safety and
training specialist with ElectriCities of North Carolina,
a group of municipal power providers in the state.
Jeffrey is a Certified Utility Safety Professional and
is certified as a journeyman lineworker by the U.S.
Department of Labor.

Jeffery Wallace
Jeffery Wallace joined Asplundh in July as a supervisor in Terry Triplett’s Region in Tennessee.
Vice President Barry Suddreth oversees the Triplett Region. Before joining Asplundh, Jeffery was
a project manager for a competing tree contractor in Nashville for nine years. In his new role, he
oversees tree crews on Memphis Light, Gas and Water in the Memphis area. Jeffery is an ISA
certified arborist, a Certified Treecare Safety Professional and is a member of both the Treecare
Industry Association and the UAA. He is also a licensed herbicide and pesticide applicator in
Tennessee, Kentucky and Florida.
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SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES
45 YEARS

Gary Bennett
Business Analyst
Fleet Services
Willow Grove

Doug Smith
Vice President
North Carolina

40 YEARS
Dennis Kelleher
Foreperson
Washington

Greg Batchelor
Vice President
ArborMetrics Solutions
Grid One Solutions
Montana

Keith Erickson
District Project Manager
Safety Operations Group
Wisconsin

John Mitchell
General Foreperson
Oklahoma
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SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES

35 YEARS

Kyle Baur
Superintendent
Missouri

Lorie Davis
Office Manager
Wisconsin

Van Folds Jr.
District Safety & Training Mgr.
ULCS
Alabama

Steven Craig Helton
Coordinator
Alabama

William Holland
Foreperson
North Carolina

Willard “Tommy” Huggins
Underground Lineworker
ULCS
Alabama

Danny Lester
Work Planner
Kentucky

Sue Mann
Manager
Accounts Payable
Willow Grove

Jim Richter
Supervisor
Wisconsin

Paul Salansky Jr.
General Foreperson
Asplundh Construction
Pennsylvania

Steven Swartzell
General Foreperson
Indiana

Gina Weikel
Remarketing Ops. Specialist
Fleet Services
Willow Grove

Clarence Good
Vice President
Traffic Control Devices
Texas
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Pat Taylor
Foreperson
Louisiana

Arthur Ward Jr.
Work Planner
Ohio

30 YEARS

SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES

Matt Asplundh
CEO
Willow Grove

Don Behling
Supervisor
New York

Clyde Bowen Jr.
Supervisor
Kentucky

Bobby Conder
General Foreperson
Kentucky

James Crane
General Foreperson
North Carolina

Jamie Culp
General Foreperson
Oregon

Timothy Doster
Foreperson
North Carolina

Frank Giordano
President
Asplundh Construction
New York

Gary Hedrick
Work Planner
West Virginia

Stephen Henry
Operating Engineer
Asplundh Construction
New York

Thomas Horner
General Foreperson
North Carolina

Brian Schoonover
Foreperson
West Virginia

Russell Stadler
Foreperson
Wisconsin

Terry Triplett
Manager
North Carolina

Lauro Vasquez
Foreperson
Utility Tree Service
California

Gary Vaughn
Foreperson
South Carolina

Bruce Wentworth
Spray Foreperson
Pennsylvania

25 YEARS
John Baker
Manager
Customer & Field Liaison
Willow Grove

Stephen Baker
Supervisor
Kentucky

Michael Beaman
Trimmer
Missouri

Timothy Bogardus
Foreperson
Missouri

David Busch
General Foreperson
Florida

Daniel Calderbank
Foreperson
BET
Pennsylvania

Rodney Campbell
Foreperson
Nebraska

Jerry Cochran Jr.
General Foreperson
Virginia

Timothy Collins
Work Planner
North Carolina

James Dixon Jr.
General Foreperson
Texas

Lee Epperson
Foreperson
ULCS
Alabama

Christopher Gallagher
Project Manager
Traffic Control Devices
Florida

James Gardiner
Foreperson
Louisiana

Richard Gordin
RSS
Texas

John Halsey Jr.
General Foreperson
Delaware

Binh Hoang
Supervisor
ALS
Florida

Michael Hurst
Foreperson
Kansas

Kenneth Lenker
Crew Leader
New Jersey

Ramiro Lozano
General Foreperson
Traffic Control Devices
Texas

Kevin Moshier
Trimmer
New York

Anthony Parks Sr.
Supervisor
Utility Tree Service
California

Michael Reel
Foreperson
Virginia

Laura Rodriguez
Office Manager
Texas

Joseph Ropiak
Foreperson
Michigan

John Schweitzer
Foreperson
Wisconsin

Christopher Setlock
RSS
New York

Daniel Sloan
Foreperson
Alabama

Christopher Taylor
Foreperson
Alabama

Carmelo Torralva-Solis
Trimmer
Utility Tree Service
California

Ronald Tucker
General Foreperson
New Jersey
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Alfredo Vado
Foreperson
Florida

Jeff Vining
Manager
Arizona

Dean Wilmes
Foreperson
Missouri

Tim Woltering
General Foreperson
Iowa

25 YEARS
Phyllis Visco
Administrative Assistant
Technical Services
Willow Grove

William Walters
Foreperson
Tennessee

Darin Warren
Foreperson
Louisiana

20 YEARS
Raymond Allen
Trimmer
North Carolina

Calfred Andrus
Foreperson
Louisiana

Jose Argueta
Foreperson
New York

Santos Argueta
Foreperson
New York

Matt Beegle
Safety Trng. Superintendent
Pennsylvania

Charles Blosser
General Foreperson
West Virginia

Delton Bullard Jr.
Work Planner
North Carolina

Joseph Butler
Foreperson
Louisiana

Philip Cason
General Foreperson
Missouri

Martin Chairez
Foreperson
Utility Tree Service
California

Jeremy Cline
Foreperson
Indiana

Robert Croson Jr.
Foreperson
Virginia

Marvin Cruz
Foreperson
New York

Greg Davis
General Foreperson
Virginia

John Davis
RSS
Florida

Johnny Davis
General Foreperson
North Carolina

John Dixon
Foreperson
North Carolina

Tim Duvall
Trimmer
Pennsylvania

Demon Ellis
Meter Reader
Grid One Solutions
North Carolina

Jason Faircloth
Service Technician
Grid One Solutions
North Carolina

Bryan Fox
General Foreperson
Advanced Power & Lighting
Tennessee

William Gann
Foreperson
ULCS
Georgia

Keith Gant
General Foreperson
Delaware

James Gaskin
General Foreperson
ULCS
Georgia

John Gill
Foreperson
West Virginia

Melvin Gilliam
District Area Manager
ULCS
North Carolina

Porfirio Gonzales
Foreperson
New York

Carlos Gordon
Trimmer
Florida

Kenneth Grady
Service Technician
Grid One Solutions
North Carolina

Randy Grunthaner
Crew Leader
Pennsylvania

James Hall
Project Supervisor
Grid One Solutions
North Carolina

Gregory Holmes
Journeyman
ULCS
Florida

Timmy Howell
Foreperson
Kentucky

Helmut Inestroz
Foreperson
Virginia

Salvador Jimenez
Crew Leader
Illinois

Edward Johnson
Meter Reader
Grid One Solutions
North Carolina

Todd Johnson
Foreperson
BET
New Jersey

Travis Johnson
Foreperson
Delaware

George Knudsen IV
General Foreperson
Asplundh Construction
New York

Patrick Koehn
Branch Administrator
Reliable Property Services
Minnesota
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SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES

Heather Koonce
Office Manager
Minnesota

William Kowalczyk
Foreperson
New York

Thu Le
Foreperson
Louisiana

Joseph McCaleb Jr.
General Foreperson
ALS
South Carolina

Benny McCary
General Foreperson
Alabama

Terry Malone
Field Coordinator
Pennsylvania

Alexander Mayo
Service Technician
Grid One Solutions
North Carolina

Jeffrey Miller
General Foreperson
Florida

William Miller
Trimmer
Virginia

Kelly Mitchell
General Foreperson
South Carolina

Steven Morris
Foreperson
Tennessee

Gonzalo Navarrete
Master Lead Trimmer
Utility Tree Service
California

Jerry Necessary
Superintendent
Tennessee

Eileen Neese
Asst. to VP of Operations
Grid One Solutions
Florida

Diego Padilla
Trimmer
Utility Tree Service
California

Carlotta Partyka
Office Manager
Traffic Control Devices
Florida

Kenneth Pennington
General Foreperson
Kentucky

Guadalupe Perez
Foreperson
Utility Tree Service
California

Rosali Rios
Foreperson
Texas

Hector Rodriguez
Foreperson
New York

Jose Jaime Ruiz
Foreperson
Utility Tree Service
California

William Ruschmeier
Foreperson
Minnesota

Jaime Salazar
Groundperson
Texas

Logan Sawyers
Supervisor
Virginia

Donald Scarry
Crew Leader
Ohio

Ryan Self
General Foreperson
Missouri

David Shupe
Foreperson
West Virginia

Danny Stanley
Vice President
ULCS
North Carolina

Robert Stanley
Foreperson
Virginia

George Stevey
General Foreperson
West Virginia

Shaun Sutherland
Trimmer
Minnesota

James Temple
Foreperson
Railroad Division
Ohio

Craig Tilton Jr.
Equipment Operator
ULCS
Alabama

Omar Vallejo
Groundperson
Traffic Control Devices
Texas

Brian Vanzant
Foreperson
Ohio

Debra Vaughan
Meter Reader
Grid One Solutions
North Carolina

David Viers Jr.
General Foreperson
Virginia

Patrick Warren
General Foreperson
Minnesota

Sean Wiggins
Foreperson
Ohio

Tony Williams
Foreperson
North Carolina

Derrick Wilson
Foreperson Lineworker
ULCS
Delaware

Harlan Wyers
Journeyman
West Virginia

Santos Zetino
Foreperson
New York

Michael Zundle
Trimmer
New Jersey
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CODE OF BUSINESS CONDUCT

CODE OF BUSINESS CONDUCT

T

he Company’s continued success depends on all of
us doing the right thing at all times and maintaining
the highest ethical standards. However, we must
exceed mere compliance and strive to be an industry
leader in ethical and trustworthy business practices.
For this reason, the Company has a Code of Business
Conduct (the Code) that sets forth standards of conduct
for all employees. All employees are required to comply
with the Code, and management is responsible for
enforcing it among all non-management employees who
report to them. The Code can be found on the Company
website at: www.asplundh.com/employee-info.

guidance if they are not clear about what is the right
thing to do in a specific situation. Employees can report
a concern anonymously if they do not feel comfortable
giving a name. The Company will investigate all concerns
brought to its attention.

Due to changing norms and customer requests, the
Code was revised and updated this year. Sections were
added to address social media, diversity and inclusion
as well as statements in opposition to human trafficking
and slavery. Several other updates were also made to
existing sections.

1.

By phone directly to the CBEO at 215-784-4122.

2.

Report the concern anonymously by calling
215-784-4154. Please note that to effectively investigate
an anonymous concern, the CBEO will need as much
information as possible, including the region, work location,
and specific names of any employees involved.

3.

By e-mail to compliance@asplundh.com or
compliance@utilservllc.com.

4.

By mail in writing to: Compliance Department, 708 Blair Mill
Road, Willow Grove, PA 19090.

The Code also applies to any third parties working as
business partners with the Company, such as vendors,
consultants, sub-contractors, and employment agency
personnel. Therefore, all such parties should be referred
to the Code, as necessary. Some highlights of the
Code include:

Vice President Joe Lee holds the Certified Compliance
and Ethics Professional credential and is the Chief
Compliance and Business Ethics Officer (CBEO) for the
Company. He is responsible for overseeing the reporting
process and managing all investigations. Reporting can
be accomplished in multiple ways:

•

Conflicts of Interest Employees and their immediate
family members cannot receive a benefit (financial or
otherwise) from any transactions involving the Company or
our customers. If any benefit is derived from any business
transaction that would not be given to the general public, the
transaction must be reviewed with the Compliance or Legal
Departments prior to the transaction taking place.

Employees can report violations or concerns without fear
of retaliation. No one should be discouraged from using
any of the methods listed above to report a concern.
Anyone who retaliates against another employee for
reporting suspected violations of our legal or ethical
obligations is in violation of the Code and is subject to
discipline up to, and including, dismissal.

•

Gifts and Entertainment Customer gifts and Company-paid
entertainment should be reasonable and kept within customer
codes of conduct. Employees of the Company may not
accept gifts of more than nominal value. Any gift received that
is more than nominal value must be disclosed to the Region
Sponsor and the Compliance Department immediately.

•

Confidential Information All employees have a responsibility
to safeguard confidential information. This includes new
customer contracts or changes to them, scope and amount
of work completed, construction projects, earnings, pricing
models, personal information of other employees, and any
customer information.

Printed versions of our Code of Business Conduct
(in English and Spanish) have been distributed to
management personnel (general forepersons and above)
who must certify receipt of the booklet. New employees
will review the Code at the time of hire and its content will
be discussed and reviewed as part of each employee’s
annual training. In addition, all management personnel
will be required to take an online test related to business
ethics each year. The guidance provided by the Code will
remain accessible at all times on the Company website at
www.asplundh.com/employee-info.

All employees are required to report any instances
or behavior they believe to be illegal, unethical, or in
violation of the Code. Employees should also seek
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Please continue to do the right thing in all your day-today activities. Let the Code be a guide and resource to
you. If you have questions or concerns, please contact
CBEO Joe Lee at the phone number or one of the e-mail
addresses provided above.

CREWS & NEWS

CREWS & NEWS: TRAINING TIMES
The General Foreperson Training Program (GFTP) and Professional Development Program (GPDP) are led by Field Personnel Manager Pete
Kwasnjuk at the Home Office in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania. Congratulations to all graduates who are listed below from the left.

May 3-7, 2021

Sept. 8-15, 2021

(Top row) Bryan Andrus, Oklahoma; Juan Barrera, Illinois; Matthew Brennan,

(Top row) Adam Garrison, Arizona; Adam Jude, Kentucky;

Ohio; Jaston Bruce, Michigan; Moises Cruz, Florida; Gregory Elliott, Kentucky;

Armando Ramirez, Pennsylvania; Cole Soper, Michigan;

Jonathan Fochs, Michigan; and Corey Gill, Ohio.

David Arusa, Colorado; David Lyons, Massachusetts;

(Middle row) Joseph Greene, Missouri; Chad Hollingshead, Iowa;

David Miller, Nevada; and Dmitri Picton, Indiana.

Nick Jackson Jr., Virginia; and Scotty Kidd, Kentucky.

(Middle row) John Verespej, Ohio; Jonathan Morales, Texas;

(Bottom row) Bruce Koop, Florida; Keith Lindquist, Tennessee;

Justin Wilson, Pennsylvania; Martin Tovar, Illinois; and Nathan

Alan Neita, Illinois; John Nieto, Michigan; Michael Skelt, Illinois;

Anaruk, Minnesota.

Adam Stewart, North Carolina; and Mathew Wisner, Missouri.

(Bottom row) Nicholas Harmon, Virginia; Oscar Campos, Illinois;
Shawn Kinney, West Virginia; Tommy Ramey, Ohio; and
Mike Gilbert, Connecticut.

PUZZLE TIME: ANSWER KEY (FROM PAGE 14)
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Oct. 4-8, 2021
(Top row) Jose Barrera, Texas; Joseph Bishop, Florida; Jerry Cochran,
Virginia; Bobby Conder, Kentucky; Tony Connell, Alabama; and
James Crosby, South Carolina.
(Middle row) Rex Hilton, Colorado; Greg Jones, West Virginia;
Ron Kasisky, Pennsylvania; and Chad Metsala, Minnesota.
(Bottom row) Keith Parks, Ohio; Jayson Skidmore, Texas;
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Steven Swartzell, Indiana; David Sweeney, Nebraska;
Joey Vines, North Carolina; and James Williams, Florida.
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CREWS & NEWS

30-YEAR WATCHES

Planners Ron Leggett (2nd from left) and

General Foreperson Anthony Pinelli (left) was

Asplundh Construction (AC) Truck Driver

Bob Decampli (2nd from right) received

presented with a specially engraved watch

Briggs Houston (center) was presented a

engraved, 30-year watches from Manager

by his manager and brother, Pat Pinelli, as

specially engraved watch to mark his 30th

Mike Wolford (right) in July. Ron plans work in

a recognition of Anthony’s 30 years with the

anniversary with the company by (from left)

the Clarksburg, West Virginia area on Mon

company. He joined Asplundh in April 1990 as

AC Vice President Jim McNulty and AC

Power property. Bob does the same in

a groundperson and currently oversees crews

President Frank Giordano. Briggs joined

Elkins. With them was General Foreperson

working for PECO in Bucks and Montgomery

the company in October 1990. He works on

Johnny Singleton.

counties in Southeastern Pennsylvania.

National Grid property.

Manager Jim Clark (right) congratulated

Supervisor Clyde Bowen (left) received

Gary Vaughn (left) and James Crane (right)

Supervisor Don Behling for 30 years with

an engraved watch and a handshake from

received specially engraved watches from

Asplundh. He was presented with a specially

Manager Bobby King to mark his 30 years at

Manager Matt Pence to mark their 30th

engraved watch in recognition of his long tenure.

Asplundh. Clyde joined the company in August

anniversaries. Gary, a bucket foreperson on

He joined Asplundh in 1991 in Southeastern

1991 on a tree crew in his home state of

Laurens Electric Co-op. property in South

Pennsylvania as a foreperson. He became a

Kentucky. As supervisor, Clyde oversees tree

Carolina, started in September 1991 and James,

supervisor in 2004, overseeing work for NYSEG,

crews working on Kentucky Power property in

a general foreperson on Duke Energy property

National Grid and Central Hudson Gas & Electric.

the Pikesville District.

in North Carolina, started in August 1991.

CEO Matt Asplundh

Asplundh Construction

(right) received an

President Frank Giordano

engraved watch from

(right) received a specially

Chairman of the Board

engraved watch to mark his

Steven Asplundh to

30th year with the company

mark his 30th year

from UtiliCon President

with the company. Matt

Brent Asplundh. Frank first

joined Asplundh in 1991

joined Asplundh in 1975 as

as a tree crew member

a groundperson. He left to

in Pennsylvania. He

pursue other opportunities,

became an executive

but returned in September

with the company in

1991 as a supervisor in the

1998 and was elected

Long Island, New York area.

vice president in 2000. Throughout his career, Matt has overseen
numerous regions in the U.S. and operations in Australia.
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He became a manager of
Long Island operations in 1999 and was named president of AC in 2019.

CREWS & NEWS

SPECIAL EVENTS

Tee Time for a Good Cause
Every year, the John E. Walson Jr. Memorial Golf Tournament is held
to raise money for a youth charity. On Aug. 9, a team composed of
(from left) Vice President Shawn Shapiro, PPL Electric Utilities Forester
Tyler Mariano, Manager Derik Wolfe and PPL Vegetation Management
Supervisor Nick D’Amico took part in the event at Lehigh Country Club,
which raised $320,000 for the Valley Youth House, a Pennsylvaniabased organization that helps at-risk youth with everything from
providing shelter to offering counseling and mentorship. The team shot
a respectable one under par on the day and helped raise money for a

Tour Des Trees Rides Again

good cause.

Asplundh Trimmer Francisco Barrera (left) and Foreperson Michael Petersen
used a truck to welcome riders in the 2021 Tour des Trees in Colorado. The
ride, which featured 38 people in person and 34 virtually, is an annual fundraiser for the TREE Fund. It lasted for 320 miles over five days, from Aug. 28
to Sept. 3. The TREE Fund is a non-profit organization that provides funding
for scientific research related to tree care and urban forestry, support for

FAMILY ALBUM

scholarship in those areas and funding for environmental education programs.
Asplundh is a long-time partner and supporter of the TREE Fund.

Curtis Robinson, a foreperson in Kris Keefer’s Region, and his
fiancée, Kaytlynn Clantz, announced the birth of their son, Colt,
who was born on Aug. 13, weighed 8 lbs., 1 oz. and fit snugly
into Curtis’ climbing saddle. Not to be outdone was the couple’s
three-year-old daughter, Harper, who also looked right at home in
her dad’s saddle. Congratulations to the Robinson – Clantz family
on the new arrival.
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RETIREES HONORED

RETIREES HONORED
Congratulations and best wishes for a happy and healthy retirement to all the retirees listed in this section!

Jerry Burkhead

Ronald Canady

Donald Duff

Crew Leader, Illinois
First employed November 1999
Retired September 2021

Utility Lines Construction Services
Journeyman, North Carolina
First employed July 2015
Retired September 2021

Crew Leader, Indiana
First employed November 1999
Retired July 2021

Jerry Dunlap

Kathy Fox

Gordon Goodell

Foreperson, Indiana
First employed January 1998
Retired September 2021

Billing Specialist
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
First employed April 1992
Retired May 2021

Foreperson, New Hampshire
First employed July 2016
Retired August 2021

Manuel Hall

Robert Kennedy

Robert Ledvina Jr.

Foreperson, Kentucky
First employed May 1988
Retired September 2021

ArborMetrics Solutions
District Lead, Florida
First employed December 2018
Retired August 2021

Trimmer, Wisconsin
First employed May 1999
Retired August 2021

Jesus Miranda

Eugenio Ortega

Gary Putman

ArborMetrics Solutions
District Lead, Florida
First employed February 2016
Retired August 2021

Integrated Landscape Mgmt.
Gardener, Arizona
First employed July 2018
Retired August 2021

Coordinator, Alabama
First employed October 1993
Plus 21 years with Farrens Tree Surgeons
Retired June 2021

Michael Rachal

Jeffrey Rawls

John Rountree Jr.

Utility Lines Construction Services
Project Engineer, Louisiana
First employed July 2016
Retired September 2021

General Foreperson, North Carolina
First employed January 1999
Retired July 2021

Foreperson, Missouri
First employed January 1991
Retired July 2021

Edward Spencer

Charles Wolfe

General Foreperson, North Carolina
First employed August 1994
Retired August 2021

Journeyman, Maryland
First employed February 1997
Retired September 2021

John Ziarniak Trimmer
John Ziarniak retired in July after 29 years with Asplundh. He was a
trimmer in Jesse Long’s Region on WE Energies property in Wisconsin
when he retired but previously served the company as both a general
foreperson and a work planner. A lunch in John’s honor took place at
Curly’s in Pewaukee, Wisconsin. Among the lunch attendees were General
Foreperson Randy Miller, Manager Jesse Long and Supervisor Kevin Runt.

(From left) Randy Miller, John Ziarniak, Jesse
Long and Kevin Runt.
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As far as retirement goes, John and his wife, Elise, recently purchased
property near Lake Michigan in the city of Sheboygan. He said he plans to
get up each morning and enjoy a cup of coffee with his wife as they watch
the sunrise. We hope John has a restful and rewarding retirement.

IN MEMORIAM

IN MEMORIAM
Kerry Castle (1964-2021)

Kerry “Buck” Castle, 57, a general foreperson in Steve Blum’s
Region, passed away on September 19.
Kerry started at Asplundh in 1990. He was a general
foreperson under recently retired supervisor Reggie
Charlesworth. He oversaw tree crews for a number of publicly
owned utilities including Clark County PUD, Columbia River
PUD, Cowlitz County PUD and Snohomish PUD.

Kerry Castle

Born in Los Angeles, California, Kerry moved with his
family to Oregon when he was a boy and would eventually
graduate high school in Springfield, Oregon in 1982. He
married Melissa Ann Smith in 1989, and the couple moved to
Cornelius, Oregon in 1993, where they still lived at the time of
his passing. Kerry enjoyed spending time with his family and
was an avid outdoorsman who loved to fish and hunt.

He is survived by his wife, his daughter, Lisa Castle; his son and daughter-in-law, Bradley and Rachel Castle;
grandsons Colton and Michael Castle; two brothers, two sisters and numerous nieces and nephews. We offer our
deepest sympathies to Kerry’s family and co-workers.

ESG INITIATIVE

FROM PAGE 8

Asplundh Executive Vice President David Fleischner,
who is chairing a new board committee to oversee ESG
ratings and compliance, said the initial engagement
revealed some areas in which Asplundh is already doing
well and highlighted opportunities for improvement. He
expects the committee to create short-, mid- and longrange plans to address areas in which the company can
drive measurable improvements.
“Our customers are increasingly looking at the ESG
practices of their supplier partners and want to know
how they are adopting those best practices,” he said.
“We’re showing our commitment by having a thirdparty evaluation and understanding that we are able to
improve as a company by accepting that benchmark and
adopting best practices. It’s exciting for us to take our
first initial steps and use this process as a stepping stone
to better outcomes in the future.”

Asplundh crews across the country have partnered with local zoos
to donate tree clippings to feed animals, a practice that would be
too expensive for zoo staff and keeps the clippings out of
landfills. This crew from Chad Rucker’s Region in Colorado was
photographed in 2017 after gathering a load of clippings for the
Cheyenne Mountain Zoo.

Look to future issues of The Asplundh TREE and at our social channels on Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram and Twitter
for updates on Asplundh’s ESG initiatives.
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SHOOT OUT 2021

SHOOT OUT: 2021 WINNERS
Congratulations to these eight talented photographers who won prizes in the Shoot Out 2021 competition, the Corporate
Communications Department’s annual photo contest.

WORK-RELATED
First Prize

Patrick Hendrickson | Deer Park, Washington

Second Prize

Casey Nutter | Zanesville, Ohio

After a windstorm

After arriving at the

hit Spokane,

staging area for

Washington in late

Hurricane Ida in New

March, crews from

Orleans, Louisiana,

JP Paulsen’s Region

Foreperson Casey

worked hard to safely

Nutter from Keith

remove an uprooted

Confere’s Region

ponderosa pine tree

snapped this picture

that was caught in a

of Asplundh trucks

neighboring tree.

lined up and ready
for duty.

Third Prize

Jeff Fritz | Longview, Washington

Honorable Mention

Cameron Augusta | Lamar, Missouri

On a sunny day in
southwest Missouri,
Foreperson Cameron
Augusta from Scott
Harmon’s Region
prepares his Jarraff
All-Terrain wheeled
tree trimmer to begin
the day’s right-of-way
maintenance work.

Crews from Jeff Fritz’s Region awoke last February to trucks covered
in a sheet of ice before going to work on what was one of the worst
ice storms to ever hit Portland, Oregon.
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SHOOT OUT 2021

NATURE
First Prize

Miguel Molina | Brighton, Colorado

Second Prize

Rose Phomsatet | Bensalem, Pennsylvania

While working a fire project in Rustic, Colorado on Poudre Valley

A brightly-colored mallard sails above the pond at Bristol Commerce

Rural Electric Association property, Asplundh crews from Chad

Park on a crisp, early spring day in Bristol, Pennsylvania.

Rucker’s Region watched an early snowstorm blanket the forest
of spruce trees.

Third Prize

Bobby King | Waynesburg, Kentucky

Honorable Mention

Cindy Heidlage | Ponca City, Oklahoma

An ice storm blew through the Midwest in February 2021 leaving

Wild mustangs roam on hundreds of acres at Oklahoma’s Giant

Hall’s Gap in Lincoln County, Kentucky frozen in time.

Fans, Wind Turbines near Shidler, Oklahoma.

THANK YOU!
Please join us in thanking the following judges for carefully reviewing and selecting their top four entries in the Nature
and Work-Related categories. Our judges this year were: Executive Vice President David Fleischner, Corporate EHS
Training Manager Tracy Hawks and Emily Gorka from Hanlon Creative in Kulpsville, Pennsylvania. Each work-related
entry was carefully inspected for safety compliance by Tracy Hawks and Corporate Senior EHS Trainer Joe Kern.
Be sure to keep an eye out for the 2023 Wall Calendar and 2022 Shoot Out entry deadlines, which will be released in
the Spring 2022 issue of The Asplundh TREE magazine!
HOLIDAY 2021
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LEVELING UP ALTEC SKILLS

Pictured are: (Front row, from left) Nick Gile, General Foreperson Michael Locklear, Superintendent Anthony Preast, Safety Trainer Jamie
Cartrette, Michael Simmons and General Foreperson Greg Lamb. (Back row, from left) General Foreperson James Locklear, Safety Trainer Eric
Blackman, John McLamb, General Foreperson Kenneth Duncan, General Foreperson Kenneth Savoie, Superintendent Randolph Emanuel, General
Foreperson Herman Blackwell and General Foreperson Kenny Smiling.

F

ellow RSSs Nick Gile and John McLamb held an all-day training session in Doug Smith’s Region that
included Altec Sentry Tree Care Aerial Device training. The ANSI and OSHA compliant course helped
everyone who took it earn credit toward Level Two certification to train others to use the device. The class
took place on Aug. 27 in Florence, South Carolina with general forepersons, safety trainers and superintendents
who work under Supervisor Michael Simmons in the region.

